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Over the past year we have started to 
embed our new 3-year strategy which is 
aligned around 5 key priority areas. These 
priorities are highlighted in the report and 
focus on a number of key initiatives around 
the needs of the people we support. 

Organisation resilience remains a priority 
and we have been busy strengthening 
and creating a high performing board of 
trustees, who have the skills, expertise 
and knowledge to guide and support BID’s 
future development. 

We very much recognise that staff and 
volunteers are our greatest asset in our 
drive to provide a range of diverse high 
quality services. We therefore want 
BID to be an exceptional place to work 
and volunteer, and with this in mind 
have launched our people strategy and 
have achieved a number of milestones, 
including the introduction of Workplace to 
communicate across the organisation and 
support knowledge sharing. We are also 
working on a new volunteer strategy that 
will enable us to improve how we work with 
a diverse range of volunteers across the UK 
to support our service users and projects. 

We remain focussed on increasing access 
to information and advice whether that 
be online, over the telephone, in person 
or within communities and a number of 
new initiatives have now commenced. Our 
commitment to support those seeking 
education, learning and employment 
opportunities has also continued with new 

funding from the National Lottery and 
Birmingham City Council.

Our health and wellbeing services continue 
to flourish and over the past year over 250 
people of all ages, and their families took 
part in a range of activities enabling them to 
participate in an active social life, develop 
new friendships and feel less lonely and 
isolated. With the wonderful support of 
our funders, I am delighted we have been 
able to retain our existing services and to 
introduce some new initiatives, including 
a braille class in Milton Keynes and a lip-
reading class in Leeds.

At the end of our financial year, we were 
faced with the coronavirus pandemic which 
presented us with a number of challenges, 
such as dealing with the immediate threat 
of how we could continue to deliver 
services. As an agile charity with a fantastic 
team of staff and volunteers, we were able 
to quickly adapt our service delivery by 
exploring and using online platforms and 
digital technology, where this was feasible. 
It also presented us with a number of 
new opportunities; due to the release of 
some COVID emergency funding we were 
able to offer a volunteer befriending and 
employment service, to help people who 
are deaf, hard of hearing or deaf blind 
living in the West Midlands, who needed 
emotional support, or employment advice 
during the pandemic. 

Whilst COVID has brought many challenges 
we have also been greatly saddened by the 

Welcome from CEO

I am delighted to present our Impact Report for 2020 and hope you enjoy 
reading about some of the brilliant work that has taken place over the past 
year. At the heart of our ethos is our goal to make a positive difference to the 
lives of those we support so I am really pleased we are able to share some of 
their stories with you; the challenges they have faced and overcome on their 
journey to achieving their goals and aspirations is truly inspiring.
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loss of two very special people who worked 
tirelessly for the rights of people with a 
sensory loss. Mike Reynolds, who served as 
both Chair and Trustee who passed away 
in December 2019. Also, Bryan Sheppard, 
BID’s Chief Executive from 1998 -2014, who 
passed away after a short illness in March 
2020. Both are greatly missed and leave 
behind a valuable legacy.

The past year has certainly been a year 
like no other, but thankfully staff and 
volunteers have risen to the challenges we 
have faced and continued to provide high 
quality services albeit often in new and 
creative ways. As an organisation we have 
refocussed and pressed on with the tasks 
in hand as we know that the people we 
support face many barriers in their everyday 
lives. The coming year doesn’t promise 
to be any easier and the pressure to both 
diversify and secure new income streams in 
order to run services will only intensify. I am 
however confident that BID is well placed 
to navigate and overcome whatever lies 
ahead and to continue to improve the lives 
of people with a sensory loss.

I would like to end by saying thank-you to 
the people who accessed our services, our 
staff teams and volunteers who have been 
asked to do even more during COVID and 
have supported service users to remain 
safe and healthy.  And to our fundraisers, 
commissioners, board of trustees and our 
generous trust and grant donors, who give 
their time, funds and dedication to improve 
people’s lives. 
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To make a positive difference to the 
people we support by providing innovative 
services that empower people to control 
their own lives.

Mission

BID Services is a charity. We work in partnership with children, young people, adults and 
their families and carers. We support people who are deaf, hard of hearing, visually impaired, 
have a dual sensory loss or other disability. Our aim is to empower the people we work with 
to live fulfilled, healthy and independent lives.

In 2019 we supported 5,898 children, young people and adults across our delivery 
sites in Birmingham and the wider West Midlands, Leeds, Milton Keynes, Lincolnshire, 
Northumberland, Cumbria, Durham and Kirklees.

Our specialist service areas include advocacy, employment, British sign language interpreting 
and training, rehabilitation and mobility training, specialist equipment, residential 
placements, independent living services, specialist sensory social work, health & wellbeing 
initiatives, support with tinnitus and housing related services. 

Our sister organisation, the Deaf Cultural Centre, is the UK’s first Deaf Cultural Centre 
supporting a range of community and arts activities, as well as providing high quality 
conference and meeting spaces through our social enterprise business the Signing Tree venue.

About us
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Achievements

5,898
people accessed
our services

672
visually impaired people 
undertook rehabilitation 

and mobility training

10,220
clients came through our doors supporting 

our social enterprise conferencing 
business the Signing Tree venue, helping 

us fund new services

people and their families engaged 
in our youth, sports, health and 
wellbeing and family services

9,424
37,696

We covered bookings

and 
provided

hours of interpreting and 
communication support

111
hours of their time to 
support our service users

dedicated 
volunteers donated

5,697
1,271

We undertook

visual impairment 
assessments

250

250
people placed

people were supported 
through our employment 
programme which resulted in

people getting 
a job and

in education or training

56 109

ISO 9001We achieved
re-certifi cation for

quality assurance 
accreditation

ISO 14001and have also 
achieved 

Environmental 
Standard

Over
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Our priorities

We have identified the key priority areas where we will 
concentrate our efforts.

These are focused around the needs of those we support 
and are aimed at ensuring we continue to make a positive 
difference to peoples’ lives.

Ensure organisation is strong 
and is fit for today and prepared 
for tomorrow.

Our key priority areas

Improve the training, learning 
and employment opportunities 
available to people.

Increase access to information 
and services.

Be an exceptional place to 
work and volunteer.

Support people to live healthy, 
independent lives.
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Achievements
As part of our strategy to strengthen 
and create a high performing board of 
trustees, we have successfully recruited 
three new trustees, who, along with 
current trustees and new Chair person, 
bring the skills, expertise and knowledge 
to support the development of our 
services and commercial products.

We are exploring ways to improve our 
IT/telecoms infrastructure, connectivity 
and resilience to bring our geographically 
diverse services even closer together.

We have invested further in business 
development to identify opportunities 
to diversify our income streams from a 
range of sources including commissioned 
work, trust and grant donations and our 
commercial enterprises, which is enabling 
us to continue to run our existing services, 
and to offer new ones.

We have successfully achieved re-certification 
for ISO 9001 and achieved accreditation 
for ISO 14001 environmental management 
system, supporting our aim to reduce the 
environmental impact and reduce waste 
caused by our operations.

Organisation resilience remains one of our key priorities in supporting a strong organisation 
that is here to support service users now and in the future. Following the launch of our 
new organisation strategy last year, this has now been embedded across our services and is 
providing a focused framework to deliver our objectives.

Priority 1

A strong organisation 
that is fit for today 
and prepared for 
tomorrow

Forward Aims 

To deliver our 3 year strategic plan and to maintain our role in supporting 
people with a sensory loss across geographic regions.
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Priority 2

Improve employment opportunities

Searching for jobs can be tough at the best of times but for 
people who are deaf, hard of hearing, visually impaired or 
have a physical disability, this can be overwhelming. 

Many of the people we support through our employment 
service have faced multiple barriers on their journey to 
find work, especially if employers do not make reasonable 
adjustments or provide access to appropriate communications 
support. This results in low confidence and feelings of 
hopelessness in their ability to achieve their goals.

Achievements
With the support of Lottery and other 
funding streams, we have reached some 
new milestones over the past year and 
have successfully moved 56 people into 
employment and supported a further 
109 who have progressed into education 
or training.

We have achieved considerable progress 
in working with employers to develop 
a recruitment support model for 
candidates, such as offering employers 
deaf awareness and Access to Work 
training, which has resulted in the 
successful recruitment of deaf people in 
a range of roles.

Forward Aims 

We want to remove the obstacles people face in accessing employment, education 
and training and to further expand the demographic and geographic reach of our 
Employment service, exploring the use of technology to widen participation.

With funding from Birmingham City Council 
and European Social Fund, we are now able 
to support people over the age of 29 living 
in Birmingham who are not in education, 
employment or training (NEET). The service 
is reaching people who are deaf, hard of 
hearing or deafblind and for the first time, 
people with a physical disability, providing 
them with opportunities to develop their 
skills and confidence so they can begin, or 
re-start their career. 

Strong relationships have been forged 
with Work and Disability Coaches from the 
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) 
who have visited the Employment Service 
and better understand what BID has to 
offer. This has supported greater referrals 
into the service and raised awareness of the 
employment service within DWP.
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A new start for Faith and 
a bright future ahead!
Employment Programme

Faith is profoundly deaf and uses a cochlear implant to 
support her hearing. She accessed our Talent Match Black 
Country programme in November 2019, a project for young 
disadvantaged adults who are facing multiple barriers 
accessing the labour market.

Faith had completed a foundation degree in Art & Design and 
whilst she wanted to find a job, she was finding it difficult to 
see which path she could pursue and felt she had no control 
over her life. Like many deaf people, Faith struggled in school 
and experienced anxiety about her deafness which affected 
her confidence.

When we first met Faith, she was struggling to find a clear 
direction although she knew she wanted to work with deaf 
children. Faith’s employment coach helped her explore what 
she wanted for her future and supported her to develop her 
employability skills.

Faith has gone from strength to strength and has recently 
gained employment as a mentor for young deaf people and is 
looking forward to starting her new job which is an amazing 
result! 

The support I have 
received from my coach 

Karen was totally beyond 
my expectations and 

has impacted on every 
area of my life. I am so 

positive now I feel I have 
a future to look forward 
to. The programme has 

opened my eyes to all 
of the opportunities out 

there and I am much more 
confident in my ability to 

do all the things I wanted 
to. I feel my life has 

purpose now.
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We are committed to offering more opportunities to children, young people and adults so they 
can participate in an active social life, develop new friendships and feel less lonely and isolated, 
which can have a huge impact on individual health and wellbeing. In 2019-20 over 250 people 
and their families engaged in our health, wellbeing and family initiatives. 

Achievements
We are continuing to provide a safe and 
accessible environment for older people to 
meet up and engage in a range of activities 
such as days out, health and wellbeing talks, 
intergenerational activities and more.

Our ‘Chance to Meet’ service in Lincolnshire 
is providing a vital service to children, 
young people and their families by offering 
opportunities to socialise, connect family 
members and share experiences.

In Leeds, we continue to provide targeted 
short breaks for children and young people 
who are deaf or visually impaired, including 
those with additional needs.

We have maintained our long running life 
skills programme to adults with a hearing 
loss and additional needs. Due to their 
communication and access requirements, 
most participants have experienced 
extreme isolation with little access to 
mainstream groups or other opportunities.

Our ‘Deaf Active Together’ wellness pro-
gramme which supports people of all ages to 
become more active has gone from strength 
to strength offering a range of activities 
such as healthy workshops, family and social 
events which are very well attended.

Through our 7-bedroomed Chesterberry 
residential care home in Birmingham and 
supported housing scheme in Handsworth, 
we help people to live as independently 
as possible, maintain their tenancies and 
reduce the risk of homelessness.

We have offered lip-reading classes in 
Leeds and a Braille class in Milton Keynes, 
which have proved to be very popular with 
learners, enabling them to learn in a relaxed 
social setting and giving them the skills they 
need to access mainstream services more 
readily. It has also had a positive impact on 
reducing loneliness and isolation.

Through our Sports & Youth Club in 
Birmingham we offered 29 children and 
young people access to a range of fun sports 
activities, delivered in British Sign Language 
and other modes of communication, to 
increase confidence, build self-esteem and 
encourage active participation.

21 young people in Birmingham with 
a sensory loss took part in our annual 
summer holiday scheme where they 
participated in a variety of activities from 
sports to performing arts, to learning about 
their community and raising aspirations 
through the use of deaf role models.

Priority 3

Support people to live healthy, 
independent lives

Forward Aims 

Continue to provide a range of health and wellbeing activities 
that promote a healthy lifestyle to people of all ages.
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Unstoppable Destiny
Chance to Meet Service, Lincolnshire

Destiny was born with no heart beat and after 
a long period began breathing. Six hours after 
she was born, she was rushed to the special 
care unit with meningitis where she put up an 
almighty fight in the weeks that followed. 

On the day mum Natalie was due to bring 
Destiny home, she found out that Destiny had 
failed all her hearing tests. As a young mum, 
Natalie had no experience with any deaf adult, 
let alone a deaf child and just knew this was 
the start of a whole new journey for Destiny. 

Destiny was bilaterally implanted at the age 
of five and her speech became more fluent 
although still delayed. Destiny faced the 
everyday challenges of being deaf in a hearing 
world with grit and determination and never 
gave up. 

Destiny goes to the local Chance to Meet 
Group in Lincolnshire and enjoys bowling with 
other children that have a sensory loss. The 
group also provides regular events that the 
whole family can attend.

 Destiny tells me she loves these 
events because she can be herself 
and mix with other children in her 

situation. She can sign and leave her 
implants off without fear that no one 

can communicate with her. We have all 
made some lifelong friends that are more 

like family now. The group plays such a 
huge part in our lives and I don’t know 
where we would be without it. Seeing 

Destiny blossom in our little community 
along with the other children is truly 

heart-warming.

—Destiny’s Mum, Natalie
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Achievements
We continue to campaign to increase 
awareness and understanding amongst 
health and social care professionals so 
they understand the barriers people 
face in accessing information about their 
health.

We delivered an Information, Advice 
& Guidance service to sensory clients 
across the country on a diverse range 
of issues including bill payments, debt 
advice, accessing services, delivered in 
the communications of their choice.

We offered high quality, professional 
British Sign Language interpreting and 
communications support to deaf people in 
a variety of ways, including face-to-face and 
video relay. Over the past year, we covered 
over 9400 bookings, providing 37,696 
hours of interpreting and communications 
support.

We continue to deliver British Sign 
Language classes and Deaf & Visual 
impairment Awareness training to highlight 
the issues people with a sensory loss face in 
their day-to-day communications.

We are committed to ensuring more people 
have the information they need to access 
information by understanding how technology 
can be used to improve people’s lives.

Forward Aims 

To continue to campaign and raise awareness of the need to improve 
access to information across the sensory impairment spectrum.

People with a sensory loss want to receive high quality information in a way that 
is accessible to them. Due to a general lack of awareness of their communications 
needs, they are often unable to access information in the way they need it.
 
Throughout our services and campaigns, we are working hard to promote a 
greater understanding of the communications needs of sensory impaired people, 
and to ensure that our services, and others, are delivered in an accessible way, 
ensuring more people can access the information they need.

Priority 4

Increase access to information 
and services
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The right information made a big difference to John’s life
Northumberland Sensory Support Service

John is retired and was recently certified 
as severely sight impaired/blind as a result 
of bleeding to the back of the eyes. He was 
referred to our Northumberland service 
by his daughter-in-law who was concerned 
about her father’s ability to manage in his 
own home.

During his assessment visit, the intervention 
worker could see John was having difficulty 
managing most tasks within the home, 
such as making simple meals and hot drinks 
safely.

To improve safety, John was given 
instructions in the safe use of appliances 
and some techniques to reduce hazards 
such as safe pouring techniques. He was 
also issued with magnification which John 
could use to aid identification of items.

As well, the lighting in the home was poor 
and John was given practical solutions to 
increase illumination around the home to 
aid residual sight and minimise risks.

John also struggled to contact others 
using his existing mobile phone as 
he found it difficult to operate. The 
intervention worker was able to provide 
advice on more suitable models which 
had easy to use features that John could 
also use outdoors.

John is now able to manage his meals and 
drinks safely and independently and to 
move around his house more easily due 
to the improved light. He now has his new 
mobile phone which he can use and hear, 
which gives his family peace of mind as 
they can now contact him when required.
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We want BID Services to be an exceptional place where people want to work, where 
employees and volunteers feel valued and supported, where there are opportunities for 
people to grow professionally and which supports a good work/life balance. Our People 
strategy has been launched and we have achieved a number of milestones.

Achievements
We are working on a new volunteer 
strategy that will enable us to attract and 
recruit a diverse range of volunteers to 
support our service users and projects.

We have introduced a number of 
wellbeing and healthy mind initiatives 
across the organisation.

Forward Aims 

To ensure the health and wellbeing of our people, recruit the best employees and volunteers, 
and retain people that are flexible and skilled to meet future challenges. 

88% said their manager gives recognition 
and praise for work well done

94% said their choice of communications 

was respected and recognised

85% said they understood and knew BID’s 
core values

In our last employee survey:

Priority 5

Be an exceptional place to work 
and volunteer

We are using Workplace by Facebook to 
communicate across the charity which is 
supporting better communications and 
knowledge sharing across our regions.

47% of all staff have now received mental health 
awareness training and 78% of managers have 
achieved mental health champion status.
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Meet Chris
One of our exceptional 
Milton Keynes volunteers

Chris is one of our many exceptional volunteers, 
who gives his time to teach Braille to adults living in 
Milton Keynes with a visual impairment. Due to an 
eye condition called retinopathy of prematurity, Chris 
learned Braille at a young age and used this as his main 
form of communication for writing and reading. 

Chris was keen to help others learn braille as he knew 
it would help them in so many ways. So when he was 
approached by the Milton Keynes team and asked if he 
would teach a braille class, he decided to give it a shot. 

Each week Chris teaches braille to a group of people 
who have experienced sight loss during their lives, and 
are all going through a period of adjustment to sight 
deprivation.

During the Coronavirus outbreak, Chris set up a 
weekly online Skype group so all the students could 
continue to meet and carry on with their learning and 
interaction, which he felt was vital for maintaining 
motivation.

 More than ever today, people 
who lose their sight need the skills 

necessary to be rehabilitated so that 
is the principle aim that motivates 
me as I know there is a big need. 

Through our weekly group, we 
can listen to students, which is 

also crucial in helping to solve any 
difficulties that can and do 

arise from time to time.

—Chris, Tutor

 I just wanted to let you know 
how much I am enjoying the Braille 
class. With my mum passing away 
I have been up and down recently 

but attending the weekly class with 
our amazing teacher Chris, has 

really helped me. Not only am I 
learning a new skill, but the weekly 

social interaction has been 
wonderful.

—Gillian
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The Signing Tree venue is our social enterprise business offering high quality conference, 
training and meeting spaces in Birmingham to organisations who are not just looking 
for a great venue, but who are also interested in spending their events budget with an 
organisation who can deliver social impact.

In the past year over 10,200 clients from 593 amazing organisations supported us. We 
invest any profits back into the charity to enable us to deliver services to some of the most 
vulnerable and disadvantaged people in our society, such as employment support, life skills, 
older people services and much more. We also provide opportunities for those with 
a sensory loss, supporting them to gain valuable work experience and employment.

To ensure the centre provides a safe and secure environment for visitors and our staff team, 
we have made a number of changes to our operations. We have joined the Visit Britain 
‘we’re good to go’ scheme and are following all Government and public health guidance to 
ensure the ongoing safety of our customers. We have recently re-opened the venue and 
look forward to welcoming clients back into the centre.

The Signing Tree offers nine modern and vibrant meeting spaces, a lively café and a full 
complement of catering prepared onsite. 

To book an event at The Signing Tree Venue, contact bookings@signingtreevenue.org.uk 
or call 0121 450 7755. 

To view our meeting spaces visit our website: signingtreevenue.org.uk

“Venue was brill, great location, really 
welcoming, room was lovely and the 
food was delicious! From our end, 
booking the room and sorting the 
logistics of the day was really easy, 
plus the communication was excellent, 
thank you!”

“All went well last week, we had great 
feedback off staff on site and food – 
you guys are awesome as always.”

“Thank you so much for helping make 
our Away Day a success. You and all of 
the staff were brilliant. The food was 
lovely too. Please extend my sincere 
thanks to all of your wonderful Team.”

Thank you for booking your meetings 
and events with us! 

An Inspiring conference, training and meeting venue 
with a social mission
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BID Services has been delivering sign language 
and communications support for over 25 
years and is committed to reducing the 
communication barriers that deaf and hard 
of hearing people face in their daily lives. 

Over the past year, our professional team of 
qualified interpreters and communication 
specialists provided 37,696 hours of British 
Sign Language and other communication 
assistance to over 700 clients, covering 
meetings, medical appointments, 
conferences, workshops, job interviews, 
religious services, access to work, education 
and so much more. 

We have also introduced a new online 
booking system which enables clients to 
book an interpreter online. They can select 
their preferred interpreter, obtain status 
updates and modify or cancel bookings. 
The smart system also remembers clients’ 
preferences, removing the need to input 
data more than once.

We can also support deaf clients and 
professionals through our own secure web-
based video relay service (VRS) portal or 
through online platforms such as Zoom and 
MS Teams, enabling clients to access high 
quality, professional interpreting support 
when face-to-face is not possible.

BID’s in-house and extensive freelance 
team are highly qualified communications 
professionals, all NRCPD registered at 
Level 6 in British Sign Language/English 
Interpreting. We have experience of 
working within a range of client groups, 
across the UK, including healthcare, local 
authority, education, access to work and 
private customers. 

To make a booking or discuss your needs, 
email us at interpreting@bid.org.uk, 
telephone our friendly team on 0121 450 
7765, text 07984 683 182 or visit our 
online booking portal at bidinterpreting.
interpreterintelligence.com

“On behalf of everyone here at 
Birmingham 2022, I wanted to thank 
you and the interpreters for their 
support at our event at the Royal 
Birmingham Conservatoire. We 
received positive feedback all round.”

Communications & Interpreting

Supporting the communication needs of 
the deaf and hard of hearing community 
for over 25 years.

“Massive thanks to Rosie and 
Helen for doing such a magnificent 
interpreting job for our Video Relay 
Interpreting training session. It worked 
really well once we got started - 
getting the etiquette sorted so quickly 
certainly helped.”

—Andy Woodall, One Degree
“Excellent flow of interpreting dealing 
with problematical FaceTime group 
connection on a complex project with 
unfamiliar technology/jargon.”

—National charity
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British Sign Language

Our highly skilled BSL trainers deliver Level 
1, 2 and 3 courses providing learners with 
an opportunity to immerse themselves in 
deaf culture and to study at a renowned 
organisation that understands deafness. All of 
our sign language courses are accredited by 
Signature.

We can also offer bespoke BSL training to 
organisations who would like to communicate 
better with their deaf members of staff or 
deaf people who are accessing their services, 
such as within a healthcare setting. These can 
be held at your venue and tailored to suit your 
needs.

Introduction to Deaf Awareness

Deaf awareness is a powerful tool for 
changing attitudes, promoting inclusion 
and deaf equality for people with a hearing 
loss. It can provide staff teams with a basic 
knowledge of the communication issues 
facing deaf and deafblind people and help 
them demonstrate improved confidence in 
dealing with deaf clients.

Introduction to Sight Loss

We offer visual awareness training to 
organisations wishing to make their services 
more accessible for people with a sight loss. 
The training provides an understanding of the 
most common eye conditions, how to guide 
someone with a sight loss, some examples 
of equipment that can be used, and an 
opportunity to experience sight loss first-
hand.

Training & Learning

“Jet is an excellent teacher! 
Inspirational, I would like to do my BSL 
Level 1 now.”

“Fantastic course, instructor was great. 
I think it would be of great benefit to 
staff to continue with this.”

“Excellent teacher, thoroughly enjoyed 
the Deaf Awareness session and will 
be useful in my role.”

For people and organisations wishing to learn how to 
communicate effectively with deaf people, we offer a 
range of fully accredited British Sign Language training 
programmes at Levels 1, 2 and 3. We also deliver 
deaf and visual awareness training programmes for 
organisations who want to make their services more 
accessible to people with a sensory loss.
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Thank you

...to the many people, volunteers, 
organisations, commissioners and trusts 
who have helped us deliver our projects 
and programmes.

A special thanks to:

Awards for All

Age Partnership Charitable Trust

Ageing Better

Bernard Piggott Charitable Trust

Birmingham City Council

Charles Brotherton Trust

Children in Need

Dawber Charity 

Edgar E Lawley Foundation

European Social Fund

Edward & Dorothy Cadbury 
Charitable Trust

Eveson Charitable Trust

George Henry Collins Charity

GJW Turner Trust

HE & EL Botteley Charity Settlement

Jarman Charitable Trust

Kelton Trust

Leeds Building Society

Leeds City Council

Leeds Convalescent Society

Lillie Johnson Charitable Trust

Limoges Charitable Trust

Michael Marsh Charitable Trust

Milton Keynes Community Fund

Oakley Charitable Trust 

Provincial Grand Lodge of Warwickshire

Reaching Communities

Richard Cadbury Charitable Trust

Sir George Martin Trust

Sir John Sumner’s Trust

Sir Jules Thorn Charitable Trust

Sobell Foundation

Sport England

Stanley Smith Charitable 
Memorial Fund

Tesco Bags of Help

The Grimmitt Trust

The Lord Austin Trust

The Rowlands Trust

The S&D Lloyd Charity

The Saintbury Trust

The Sands Cox Relief in Sickness Charity

The W.E. Dunn Trust

Time to Share

WMCA Mayors Weekend

Zurich Community Trust
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Financial Summary 2020

2020 2019

Fixed Assets £ £

Tangible assets 4,071,924 4,177,366

Investments in subsidiary undertakings — —

4,071,924 4,177,366

Current Assets

Stocks 6,865 8,668

Debtors 785,607 617,569

Cash at bank and in hand 1,599,916 1,462,583

2,392,388 2,088,821

Creditors:
Amounts falling due within one year (700,540) (446,370)

Net Current Assets 1,691,847 1,575,274

Total assets less current liabilities 5,763,771 5,752,640

Creditors:
Amounts falling due after more than one year

 
— —

Net assets excluding pension scheme liability 5,763,771 5,752,640

Defined benefit pension scheme liability (992,000) (1,153,000)

NET ASSETS 4,771,771 4,599,640

The funds of the charity:

RESTRICTED FUNDS 349,004 299,245

Unrestricted funds

General funds – general 2,480,235 2,416,883

– pension fund (992,000) (1,153,000)

Designated funds 2,934,532 3,036,513

TOTAL FUNDS 4,771,771 4,599,640

Income £

Donations and Legacies 343,638

Contract service income, grants receivable  4,581,368 

Commercial trading operations 228,153

Investment income 4,079

Total income 5,157,237

Expenditure £

Commercial trading operations 200,525

Costs of generating voluntary income 32,985

Contract service income and grants 4,728,881

Other resources expended 25,217

Interest and other finance costs 17,000

Total expenditure 5,005,108
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